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E D I T O R I A L

N O T E

The winters will be in full swing by the time our readers will be
enjoying the current month edition. The reduction in system gas and
corresponding inclusion of RLNG has increased the challenges faced by the
Company. The Company, under the leadership of Managing Director, has
successfully obtained Federal Government policy guidelines for sale of
around 175 MMCFD to domestic consumers during the peak demand
season while the associated subsidy/cost will be picked up by OGRA. The
Company in line with the government’s economic agenda, is playing a vital
role in revival of export and fertilizer sector through uninterrupted provision of
RLNG.
Every year during the winter season, demand for natural gas
increases manifolds owing to the use of geyser and heaters. While use of gas
heater possesses serious threats to a consumer’s life, use of geyser on the
other hand leads to sharp rise in gas bill. Natural gas has historically
remained an economical energy resource which has led to its excessive
usage by the consumers. To discourage excessive use of natural gas,
SNGPL has begun a movement to take this message to the streets through
walks in major cities of our franchise area. The first ever walk was organized
in collaboration with Forman Christian College (FCC) University recently.
Interest of the Company Management in such matters can only be gauged
by its participation in such activities. It was great to see Managing Director
Amjad Latif along with the Senior Management who ensured their presence
during the entire program. Walk which was carried out from Hussain Chowk
to Liberty, was attended in large numbers by Executives, subordinate staff
and students. The walk participants were carrying placards and banners with
messages on gas conservation on them. This is a welcoming move to
engage general public through such programs on an issue of national
importance.
To keep pace with the rapidly changing business environment, any
organization needs to adopt technologies if it wants to sustain in the era of
very competitive corporate sector. IT/MIS Department, in collaboration with
different departments, has continuously been introducing softwares and
technologies which have the capacity to enhance individual and as well as
collective productivity of the Company. Media Affairs Department is the
newest addition in the list of those departments which include Stores,
Procurement and various other departments. As evident from the
nomenclature, Media Affairs Department is responsible for all sorts of the
Company advertisement. As such it has enormous work volume when it
comes to advertising billing. Until now the department was carrying out this
task through basic softwares which were unable to handle easy data
generation in large volumes. Hence the decision was taken to introduce ERP
for the purpose. The software has started functioning and is expected to
bring much smoothness in the work flow of the Department. Another similar
initiative took place in the form of Project driven supply chain management
which is expected to bridge the gap between material delivery and project
schedule.
Birth anniversary of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) was
celebrated with religious fervor on 12 Rabi ul Awwal in all Muslim countries
including Pakistan. The Head Office building of SNGPL was beautifully lit on
the occasion. The CBA Union also arranged Mehfil e Milaad at the Head
Office which was attended in large numbers by the employees.
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(Syed Jawad Naseem)
Chief Editor

MESSAGE FROM

M A N A G I N G

D I R E C T O R

“If a man is called street sweeper, he should sweep streets even as
Michelangelo painted, or Beethoven composed music, or Shakespeare
wrote poetry. He should sweep streets so well that all the hosts of heaven
and earth will pause to say that here lived a great street sweeper who did
his job well.”
-Martin Luther King Jr.
How many of you would dare to leave your job to start some
business which otherwise looks so odd to you, and your family of course? I
believe not many. Let me tell you the story of a man who quit his coveted
job at tech giant Google to sell samosas with his mother. The guy’s name is
Munaf Kapadia, who was doing a highly paid job at Google until few years
back when all of sudden he decided to head back to his homeland to
materialize the idea of ‘Bohri Kitchen’, named after a community based
originally in Indian state of Gujrat, which was constantly popping up in his
mind. He sought assistance of her mother who was an exceptional cook.
The business that merely kicked off as a samosa joint has reached new
heights of success within short span of time.
The story of Munaf caught my attention due to a number of reasons.
Firstly, it shows that if a person is hardworking and capable then he or she
doesn’t need a big name to be successful. Definitely getting a job at a
company like Google is enough to understand one’s capabilities but still it
needs a lot of courage to leave such a huge name for something which can
be a hit or a miss. Secondly, respect doesn’t lie in your profession or the
firm you’re associated with. Rather respect is what you earned through hard
work, unwavering courage and integrity. Unfortunately in societies like ours,
we have become use to create perceptions about people based on their
professions or income rather than the real them. But still we need to be
brave enough to break the shackles of narrow sightedness if we really want
to be successful enough. If Munaf had thought of preferring societal views
over his love, he might have been working in his comfy office chair rather
than becoming a successful entrepreneur.
All in all, we need to understand that hard work never fails you. It
may not yield fruit too soon but when it will, you will be appreciated by one
and all. Also no work or profession is less respectful. Make people respect
you and your work through your hard work. For this to happen, you need to
love what you do to earn your livelihood. Once you do so, you will start
putting in best efforts to turn it into success. Only until some time back,
there were people saying that SNGPL won’t be a profitable entity again but
we proved them wrong. How? By working day and night, investing all
energies and focusing on the goal instead of criticism. This was a lesson for
us as a Company and for each one of us that hard work pays off so one
must continue to work without bowing down before unconstructive criticism
and failures.
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COVER STORY

TOGETHER FOR A GOOD CAUSE

A WALK TO PROMOTE GAS CONSERVATION
Although natural gas
conservation has
always been an issue of national importance but
perhaps it was never as crucial in the past as it
is now; reason being the fast depleting sources
of natural gas in the Country. Sui Northern Gas,
as the utility service provider, has always urged
the consumers to use gas wisely but sadly very
few paid heed to the call. In the past, the
Country had sufficient gas reserves required for
uninterrupted gas supply. The situation has
changed altogether over the period of time.
There are localities where consumers complain
of issues related to gas supply. One of the many
reasons is excessive use of natural gas in the
form of geyser and heater.
Media Affairs Department

It is very unfortunate that despite being
much aware of the situation, people still pay little
attention towards smart use of natural gas
thereby forgetting that by doing so they will not
only help in conserving natural gas for next
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generations but can also reduce their own gas
bills.
To motivate consumers, the Company
has also introduced gas saving devices
available on easy monthly installments. The
Company regularly advertises the devices and
this year, the response has been great. It was
however felt that there is a genuine need to
change the general public’s mindset about
efficient utilization of natural gas and this cannot
be done alone through conventional
advertisement only. Resultantly the idea of
organizing an awareness walk was conceived
which will be followed by other outdoor activities
throughout the season. This idea turned into
reality with full support of the younger lot of
Forman Christian College (FCC) University which
is one of Lahore’s oldest and most reputable
educational institutes.
The awareness walk on gas
conservation was arranged by HSE Department

in collaboration with Media Affairs Department.
The walk was carried out from Hussain Chowk to
Liberty in Lahore. The walk was led by Amjad
Latif, Managing Director, SNGPL. He was
accompanied by the Senior Management of the
Company. Executives and Subordinate staff,
students of FCC University and general public
also participated in large numbers. Walk
participants were carrying banners and placards
with messages on the efficient use of gas. The

walk was widely covered in national as well as
local print and electronic media. Speaking on
the occasion, MD SNGPL Amjad Latif said that
use of geyser and heater during the winter
season leads to demand supply gap. He
emphasized on the moderate use of natural gas
specially during winters. He strongly
discouraged use of compressors in winter which
entails to stealing other consumers’ share of gas.
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TECHNOLOGY

ORACLE ERP-PURCHASING MODULE
INTRODUCED FOR ADVERTISING BILLING
Media Affairs Department (With
additional input from IT/MIS Department)
Oracle E-Business suite for managing
thousands of businesses of all sizes and in all
industries is becoming indispensable due to not
only its integrated approach towards flow of data
between excessive business processes but also
the introduction of new functionalities and
enhancements of the existing features. By
collecting an organization’s shared transactional
data from multiple sources, ERP systems
eliminate data duplication and provide data
integrity with a “single source of truth.”
Media Affairs Department is responsible
for advertisement on behalf of all the
Departments. This includes large number of
tender advertisements which is carried out
almost on daily basis throughout the year; shut
down notices, annual notices and any other
notice. Also the winter media campaign which is
carried out through all kinds of media falls under
the umbrella of Media Affairs Department. As
such there is huge volume of work ranging from
issuance of release order to the release of
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payment to advertising agencies. Until now this
work was carried out with the help of basic
softwares but with the continuously increasing
work load, things were getting difficult for the
Department. Especially it becomes more
challenging when filtered data regarding the
advertising expenses or the released payments
is required on immediate basis. In order to
automate the long process and ensure smooth
as well as immediate provision of the required
data, Media Affairs Department requested for
automation of above mentioned process through
ERP to IT/MIS Department. After process
analysis, ERP team decided to implement the
same through Blanket Purchase Agreement and
Release functionality of ERP.
A blanket purchase agreement is a type
of purchase order issued before actual delivery
of goods or services is requested. A blanket
purchase agreement is normally created to
document a long-term supplier agreement. A
blanket release is an actual order of goods or
services issued against a blanket purchase
agreement. The blanket purchase agreement

Affairs Department and the concerned
Executive, the training session was arranged for
Media affairs team that was followed by a User
Acceptance Testing (UAT). Media affairs team
used the system for one month on test instance.
After go-ahead from Media team, IT/MIS ERP
team including Sarah Ali, Saif ullah, Irfan Abid
and Rafaqat Ali completed the relevant
configurations and other technical activities
documentation and made the system live on 15
November.
The automation provides following
benefits:
- Standardization of Requisition form for
publication of advertisement
- End to end integrated Process flow
- Visibility and tracking of documents (Through
Report)
determines the characteristics and the prices of
the items. The release can be created manually
or automatically. Blanket purchase agreements
and releases allow negotiating stable, long-term
contracts while maintaining flexible delivery
schedules and order quantity commitments.
ERP team completed the end-to-end
process analysis and configured the system
accordingly. A complete test case was entered
from Release Order to Payment. The finalized
discussion was carried out with Media Affairs
team. After demonstration to Incharge, Media

- Ensures Data Security Controls through
- Responsibility Matrix for Legitimate
Users Access
- 3-way match – AP voucher, PO &
Receipt - The process used to compare invoices
with Release Orders and Receipts, to ensure
payment for the services which have been
ordered and received.
- No delay in Payments due to reservation of
funds at release order level.
- Transparency of the entire chain.
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TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT DRIVEN SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT IN ERP IMPLEMENTED
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Sarah Ali Project-Driven Supply Chain planning
enables organizations to develop a
single planning and execution strategy that
enhances the accuracy of decision making and
reduces the communication gap while working
on the modern Supply Chain Management
(SCM) tools such as ERP.

The technology also optimizes project
decisions e.g. scheduling, resource planning
and allocation, within each project and supply
chain decisions (lead times) based on demand
statistics across multiple projects, in order to
coordinate material delivery schedule with
project schedule in the most cost effective way.

Projects at SNGPL demand a high
degree of dependency and planning between
material supply and project activities. Also, there
has been greater shift of project activities from
on-site to off-site supply activities (production,
inventory and logistics). In such situation, it
becomes increasingly challenging and costly to
manage the supply chain and its interface with
projects. Added to this the overall visibility into
the entire supply chain is too complex and
limited by technological constraints. The only
way to address this challenge is to have a
technology driven solution which can match the
material delivery schedule and the project
schedule in the most cost effective way and
bridge the conventional communication gap
between the two, and provide a common
collaboration platform for project managers and
supply planners.

Features of Project-Based ERP
The module provides project based
accounting, HR, supply chain and project
management. The project had been divided into
two phases:
• First Phase: Planning and Material
Management
• Second Phase : Project Performance and
Monitoring
The first phase was comprised of following
activities:
a) Project based BOQ Automation
b) Project based Resource
(Man/Material/Equipment) Handling
IT/MIS Department’s ERP team has
implemented Oracle Project Management
module for implementation of BOQ and Project
driven supply chain management through ERP.

The solution provides not only automated BOQ
entry in the system but also facilitates the user to
create indent (Purchase Requisition)
automatically from BOQ through which PO can
also be generated. Further, it also provides
Project tagging on all store documents including
RS, eMR, eMRV, and eISSTs. The borrowing and
return of material functionality from one
project/location to another is also available in the
system. During the implementation of all these
things, IT/MIS Department’s team has also
provided training and hand-holding of
Executives/Staff from relevant departments.
A training session was arranged for
P&D, MC, Procurement and Store departmental
users. The management of relevant departments
specifically participated in the trainings to
encourage the users towards adoption of the
system. A final presentation was given in the
office of General Manager (MC).
The second phase implementation will
cover the following:
a) Project Based Progress Management- for
Automation of DPR
b) Project Based Quality Management- for
Automation of Punch List

In general, project-based ERP takes
information out of its silos and puts it into
centralized systems where it can be analyzed as
a whole. Integration is the key for project ERP,
which may take previously stand-alone
programs. The bottom line is that ERP based
project provides a package of tools to help
project managers work from start to finish and
join enterprise IT functions together. The team
resources Sarah Ali, Irfan Abid, Saif Ullah,
Jawad Hameed, Suleman Durrani and Saira
Zahoor Elahi put in their tremendous efforts to
deliver this project on time. Moreover, Tariq
Mahmood, Sarfraz Ali, and Nabeel Mohsin from
P&D and Projects (MC) departments
respectively also participated in timely
completion of the project. IT/MIS Department
also acknowledges the efforts and keen interest
of General Manager (P&D), General
Manager-Projects (MC) and Chief
Engineer-Project (MC) for successful execution
of project.

The writer is ERP Team Lead
and Senior Officer – AD, IT/MIS
Department, Head Office.
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TRAINING

ORACLE OPEN WORLD 2018 CONFERENCE
Oracle OpenWorld (OOW) is
one of the largest IT events in
the world organized by Oracle in San Francisco,
USA every year. Oracle OpenWorld offers
thousands of sessions geared towards helping
customers get the most out of their current IT
infrastructure—and helping them make the most
cost-effective and strategic IT investments going
forward.
Muhammad Riaz

I attended the Oracle OpenWorld this
year from October 22 to 25. During the visit I met
with various high level executives as part of the
special invitation to Executive Experience at
OpenWorld. I got the opportunity to share
SNGPL’s vision for automation and discussed
various IT technologies by Oracle for the
improvement in the business processes. Apart
from SNGPL, Executives from various other
organizations from Pakistan were also present
including COO of Punjab Safe Cities Authority,
CIO of Fatima Fertilizers Group and JS Bank.
I met with Utilities Group VP of Asian
region Mr. Francois as well as various others
senior technical Executives of Oracle
Corporation. During the meeting they shared
future road map for the Oracle technologies
presently used by SNGPL and Oracle strategy
towards cloud based transition.
The venue for OOW was Moscone
Center in San Francisco and Oracle set up all of
their specialized appliances such as ExaData
Database Machine, Exalogic, Big Data etc.
which are designed and configured for the
Oracle Software to get extreme performance,
reliability and scalability for mission critical
systems such as Business Intelligence, Data
Warehousing, Billing, etc.
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Oracle also arranged visit to Silicon
Valley for ASEAN and other Executives. As part
of the tour, Oracle took all the participants to the
Plug and Play Office, a company providing the
opportunity to join the ultimate innovation
platform by connecting the best technology
startups with the world's largest corporations. On
the occasion, Regis Louis, Vice President,
Product Management, Oracle Corporation talked
about emerging technology and its effects on
Businesses.
The visit was very fruitful as it allowed to
understand the industry trends and to effectively
use technology for solution of business
problems. The events by industry leaders such
as Oracle provide the customers with a platform
to share experiences and also understand the
road map for future planning.
Apart from the conference, San
Francisco is home to many world famous
attractions including the Golden Gate Bridge,
Chinatown, Alcatraz Island and Pier39 in
Fisherman's Wharf, lots of museums and many
other attractions. A Hop on Hop Off bus tour is
the most popular way for sightseeing along with
boat tours. Other options include bike rentals
and Segway tours. San Francisco is the 13th
most populous city in the United States, and the
4th most populous in California State.
San Francisco became a hub for
technological driven economic growth during the
internet boom of the 90s, and still holds an
important position in the world city network
today. In the second technological boom driven
by social media in the mid 2000s, San Francisco
became a popular location for companies such
as Apple, Google, Facebook and Twitter to base

their tech offices.
San Francisco's tech employment grew
nearly 90 percent between 2010 and 2014,

beating out Silicon Valley's 30 percent growth
rate over the same period. San Francisco is now
widely considered the most important city in the
world for new technology startups. Over 50
percent of San Franciscans have a four-year
university degree, ranking the city among the
highest levels of education in the country and
the world. It is home to a number of educational
and cultural institutions, such as the University of
San Francisco (USF), University of California,
San Francisco (UCSF), San Francisco State
University (SFSU), the De Young Museum, the
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and the
California Academy of Sciences.
The writer is General Manager
(IT/MIS), Head Office.

ACHIEVEMENT
In a ceremony held in
Islamabad, former Speaker
National Assembly Ayaz
Sadiq presented the Green
Parliament Award to the
Asad Qaiser, Speaker
National Assembly and
Muhammad Qasim Khan
Soori, Deputy Speaker
National Assembly. Murtaza
Javed Abbasi, Former
Deputy Speaker; Syed
Naved Qamar, Member
National Assembly; and
Shahid Shaukat, Project
Manager were also present.
Shahid Shoukat had also
received appreciation
certificate and shield from
World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF Pakistan) for
substantial carbon emission
reduction under the WWF
Green Office Initiative. Malik
Amin Aslam, Advisor to the
Prime Minister of Pakistan on
Climate Change, handed him
the shield and appreciation
certificate.
‘The Pride’ congratulates
Shahid Shoukat on this
remarkable achievement
which has made the entire
SNGPL family proud of him.
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EVENT

SEMINAR ON WOMEN’S ROLE IN SAFETY
FOR HEALTHY CHANGE IN SOCIETY
Asma Maqbool Women empowerment refers to
increasing and improving the
social, economic, political and legal strength of
women and to ensure equal rights to them. It
helps women to control and benefit from
resources, assets, income and their own time, as
well as the ability to manage risk and improve
their economic status and wellbeing.
American Society of Safety Professionals (ASSP)
- Pakistan Chapter has taken an initiative for the
empowerment of women through the ultimate
objective of education and advocacy, by
establishing a group for Women in Safety
Excellence (WISE) – which includes the working
women serving in diversified areas and fields, in
Pakistan.
In this regard, ASSP arranged a seminar
on “Role of Women in Safety for Healthy Change
in Society” in Lahore. The WISE members from
SNGPL, Rescue 1122, National Highway and
Motorway Police (NH&MP), Fatima Group,
Forman Christian College University,
WWF-Pakistan, NEC Consultant, WAPDA,
University of Lahore, Fatima Memorial Hospital,
University of the Punjab, Kinnaird College for
Women, University of Engineering and
Technology etc serving in different fields
(Engineering, HSE, Accounts, Admin, Academia
etc) attended the event.
Ashifa Riaz, Provincial Minister for
Women Development; Sarah Aslam, Secretary
Labour; Rifat Arra, GM (Training) WAPDA; Ijaz
Ahmed, Project Director ILO; and Romina
Kochius, Advisor GIZ, along with other
dignitaries graced the event.
Naeem Subhani, Vice President, ASSP
Pakistan Chapter, briefed the members
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regarding the key features of ASSE globally and
the objective of women wing. Farrukh Majeed,
General Manager HSE Department, SNGPL, said
that role of women is critical in bringing about
change in society because they constitute 50
percent of the Country’s total population.
It is pertinent to mention that a good number of
female employees from SNGPL attended the
seminar. Asma Maqbool, Coordinator WISE –
ASSP Pakistan Chapter, informed the
participants that establishment of WISE
encourages networking to strengthen
professional relationships and to promote ASSP
Members while at the same time helps in
continuing education, professional certifications
and sharing of issues specific to women at
workplace as well as within the OHS profession.
The seminar concluded with the resolve to
• Skilled manpower may become scarce and
women would also need training in OHS to fill the
gap.
• Existing legislation and regulatory framework
of Pakistan in occupational health and safety
(OHS) needs to be updated to meet the unique
challenges faced by the working women.
• Provincial Government shall take lead to invite
stakeholders to discuss/highlight the importance
of women in OHS to contribute in National
Development.
• Academia has responsibility to encourage
female students to choose OHS as a career.
• Media has key role to develop awareness
among women.
• United Nations Sustainable development goal
No. 8 addresses decent work and economic
growth where women have equal role.
The writer is Senior Engineer
(HSE Department) Head Office.

OPEN CORNER

RISK CATEGORIES
Noaman Ahmed During the process of risk
identification, random and
unorganized data is collected and summed up.
This data however, if not sorted into classes,
types, or categories, can create confusion
during the prioritization of risks based on the
nature of impact they possess. To eliminate this
predicament, the categorization of risks should
be performed. Developing these categories will
not only help in organizing and prioritizing the

risks but will also help in developing mitigation
strategies most relevant to the type / category of
risk. It will also help to keep track of the risks
during the monitoring process. SNGPL has
currently defined five major categories of risks,
also termed as ‘Principal Risks’ that the
organization faces in its day-to-day operations.
Brief definitions of the risk categories along with
general examples are stated as follows:

Strategic Risks

Strategic risks relate to an organization’s choice of strategies to achieve its
objectives. Such risks endanger the organization’s achievement of high-level goals
that support its mission, and call into question management’s view of the
environment. It could be due to changes in economic parameters, technological
changes, a powerful new competitor entering the market, shifts in customer demand,
spikes in the costs of raw materials, pricing pressures, or any number of other
large-scale changes.

Operational Risks

Operational risks relate to the possible loss of organizational assets and include
threats from ineffective or inefficient business processes for acquiring, financing,
transforming, and marketing goods and services as well as threats to the reputation of
the organization. Anything that interrupts your company’s core operations comes
under the category of operational risk and it could be caused by people or processes.
In some cases, operational risk can also stem from events outside your control, such
as a natural disaster, or a power cut, or a problem with your website host.

Financial Risks

Financial risks are related to credit, interest rates, the stock market, currency, and
collateral. Most categories of risk have a financial impact, in terms of extra costs or
lost revenue. However, the category of financial risk refers specifically to the money
flowing in and out of your business, and the possibility of a sudden financial loss.

Compliance Risks

Compliance risks relate to the communication of laws, regulations, internal codes of
behavior, and contract requirements. They include failure of management,
employees, or trading partners to comply with applicable laws, regulations, contracts,
and expected behaviors.

Reputational Risks

Reputational risks are related to the perception of the organization by its
stakeholders, the media, and the general public that could impact liquidity, capital, or
credit rating. If your reputation is damaged, you’ll see an immediate loss of revenue,
as stakeholders become wary of doing business with you and also abstain from
purchasing your products and services. Your employees may get demoralized and
even decide to leave. Suppliers may start to offer you less favorable terms.
Reputational risk can take the form of a major lawsuit, an embarrassing product
recall, negative publicity about you or your staff, or high-profile criticism of your
products or services.
The writer is Engineer (Risk Management), Head Office.
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OPEN CORNER

ART OF MEANINGFUL CONVERSATION
Muhammad Usman Iftikhar
The art of effective listening is essential to
clear communication, and clear communication is
necessary to management success
~ James Cash Penney

Basic communication skills have failed
to deliver the requisite outcome in the last
decade, particularly at workplace. Face to face
meetings are sidelined in favor of email chains
and conference calls that make it challenging to
connect on a personal level. Technology is a
double-edged sword; we love to hate it and
complain that it's taking over our lives, yet our
mobile devices offer much more autonomy than
working from an office cubicle, for more than
eight hours a day.
As a leader, you must consistently drive
effective communication. Meetings must be
deliberate and intentional - your organizational
rhythm should value purpose over habit and
effectiveness over efficiency ~ Chris Fussell
However, we are paying the price for
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that so called freedom. Managers and
employees alike often struggle with interpersonal
communication while instigating meaningful
conversations. The pervasive use of
smartphones is partly to blame for this,
particularly heavy reliance on texting, even when
the recipient is just down the hall or sitting next
to your work station. As a result, the information
communicated is typically light on personal
substance and can lead to miscommunication.
Difficult and time-sensitive conversations are
often avoided, and when discussions do occur,
the heart of the matter is rarely addressed.
The art of communication is the
language of leadership ~ James Humes
Not everyone is a gifted communicator
or presenter; you have to work at it. The proverb,
"use it or lose it" comes into play, making it
critical to prioritize basic communication skills as
well as to develop emotional intelligence along
with resilience. This means expanding your
capacity to perceive, use, understand, and
manage your emotions, as well as the emotions

of others. Without meaningful communication
and skill to handle difficult conversations, our
social-cultural problems such as extreme
political division, high divorce rates, intolerance
of disagreement, lack of trust, rising mental
health issues and employee disengagement will
continue to prevail.
Take advantage of every opportunity to
practice your communication skills so that when
important occasions arise, you will have the gift,
Change your habits and enrich your
communication:
Check your attitude. Are you prejudice to
most of the situations or people? Step back and
truthfully assess your beliefs when interacting
with others. Perhaps there is negativity or a false
belief system holding you back, try keeping an
open mind and watch your communication
improve. Solid relationships and interpersonal
conversations impact health and well-being.
Leave your comfort zone. Take on a new
project or task that will force you to
communicate with others, more often. Start small
by offering your input during meetings. Make
strenuous effort to text and email less and focus
to pick up the phone. You might be pleasantly
surprised at how productive a phone call is.
Plan proactively and take/ make notes to remind
you what you need to cover, and if you are
currently struggling with one-on-one
communication, write down some points on what
you want to say.
Fake it until you make it. Any professional
speaker will tell you that if you "get up there and
do it" you can break through fear and anxiety.
Take a chance. Easier said than done, but it can
be accomplished if you commit to change your
communication habits one step at a time. Offer
your opinion; ask someone to discuss a project
over one on one meeting.
Practice active listening. Most people tend
to think about what they want to say next while
someone else is speaking, thereby breaking the
chain of meaningful conversation. When you
listen actively and mindfully, communication is
more authentic and productive. History
suggests that good listener proved to be a good
speaker too.
Ask solicitous questions. One way to keep
a conversation flowing is to ask more questions.
It also takes the pressure off you when trying to
gather your thoughts. Be more inquisitive and

the style, the sharpness, the clarity, and the
emotions to affect other people ~ Jim Rohn
Challenge yourself to make
improvements in your interactions with others,
and find ways to refine your communication
habits. You'll experience fewer
misunderstandings, improved relationships, and
more peace and joy in your life.
The writer is Senior Officer (Training
& Development) at SNGTI.

watch the magic happen.
Decrease your screen time. Minimize the
amount of time you spend behind a screen and
pursue more "real time" communication. There is
a wealth of information outlining the health
benefits of unplugging. So keep your phone
away from your bed. You may be surprised by
how much time and clarity you preserve when
you stop scrolling before turning out the lights.
Body language. Never underestimate the
power of non-verbal signals. Be aware of the
messages your body language might be
conveying, without you being cognizant.
Avoiding eye contact and crossing your arms
are "no-no's" that can distract, and diminish the
flow of dialogue. Consider your facial
expressions, hand gestures, posture and tone of
your voice, as well. Also, keep in mind that
checking your phone during a conversation is
just plain rude. Sometimes work or personal
issues necessitate rare exceptions to this rule. If
you are expecting a call that cannot be
rescheduled, be sure to inform the person
ahead of time that you may have to take it.
Slow down; you move too fast: Thoroughly
vet your electronic communication before hitting
"send." Pay more attention to the outgoing and
incoming communication in your life by
skimming emails and texts more thoroughly.
Typos and missed words can lead to
miscommunication and wasted time for the
sender, and the receiver. Read over your
messages mindfully. When answering an email,
ask yourself the following questions: "Did I
answer their question? Did I make myself clear
in my answer?" Texts are a little trickier, but if
you take an extra beat to answer, you will save
time in the long run. Be sure to read your
response before answering, auto-correct can
dismantle your meaning in seconds if you're not
careful.
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EMPLOYEE

OF
THE

ASAD ABBAS KAZMI
Deputy Chief Engineer
Telecoms Section
Faisalabad (T)

SYED MUHAMMAD HAIDER ABBAS
Senior Officer
Procurement Department
Head Office

SOHAIL
Executive Engineer
Projects Section
Mardan Camp

MUHAMMAD IMRAN
Executive Officer (AD)
IT/MIS Department
Head Office

He played major role in finalization of
Functional Design Specification of
SCADA System Replacement Project
and in conducting the Factory
Acceptance Testing of the new system.
He’s also heading the SCADA Project
execution team at Faisalabad.

His efforts resulted in stock level of
Service Line material being maintained
at par with the Distribution
Development Programme 2018-19. He
demonstrated extraordinary efforts in
reducing the rejection rate of the
received material through rigorous
coordination.

He ensured timely completion of 104.2
kilometer long 12” dia Mardan – Swat
Transmission Line within the allocated
budget. He also made best efforts for
1.5 kilometer long Kandow Hill
crossing.

He played pivotal role in the process of
implementation of budgetary control
through Oracle Financial System. He
provided technical backend support on
database and application servers to
ERP functional and Finance
Department teams.

KASHIF MANZOOR
Officer
Internal Audit Section
Lahore Distribution (East)

MUHAMMAD ABAID MASOOD
Officer
Regulatory Affairs Department
Head Office

MALIK ALI RAZA
Officer
Sales Section
Bahawalpur

MUHAMMAD NAWAZ
Superintendent
HR Department
Head Office

During the audit of Accounts Section,
he highlighted control weaknesses in
Oracle Financials including
non-monitoring of job wise budget on
accrual payments as well as contract
payments against capital jobs.
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In the absence of designated
executive, he worked relentlessly for
timely preparation and filing of the
petition for Final Revenue Requirement
(FRR) for Financial Year 2017-18.

He timely disposed/redressed
OGRA/Federal Ombudsman
complaints apart from properly
maintaining bank guarantees. His
coordination with Audit Department
for audit observations is also worth
appreciation.

He managed shifting of HR
Department’s record from Shaheen
Complex to LDA Plaza where it is
being arranged in a retrievable order.

RIZWAN SALEEM
Accountant
Compliance Department
Head Office

TOUSEEF AHMED
Technical Officer
Telecoms Section
Wah (T)

TARIQ MANSOOR
Superintendent
Compliance Department
Head Office

He achieved the assigned targets regarding
preparation of working papers for DAC/PAC
meeting within the given timeline while effectively
coordinating with government auditors and various
Company departments.

He worked efficiently to communicate Panasonic
PABX with Unify Exchange at Wah (T) enabling
Abbottabad (D) to connect with SNGPL main DMC
network. He also played vital role in extending
microwave radio backbone to Petroleum House.

He assisted in preparation of working papers for
DAC/PAC meetings and allied correspondence. He
also regularly follows up unsettled commercial
audit observations.

ABDUL QAYYUM WARSI
Superintendent
Internal Audit Section
Lahore Distribution (East)

AMIR RASOOL
Sr. Supervisor
Stores Section
Lahore Area

KASHAN MEHBOOB
Supervisor
HR Department
Head Office

ARSLAN TAYYAB
Record Keeper
HR Department
Head Office

He assisted Executives in preparation
of audit reports, working paper files and
follow-up regarding unsettled audit
observations of Audit Plan 2017-18.

He assisted in reconciliation of Stores
activity for the month of October 2018.
He also contributed in settlement of
outstanding audit observations
pertaining to Harbanspura office and
Lahore Area Stores for the year 2014.

He assisted in processing of fact
finding and disciplinary enquiries while
successfully completing data entries in
Oracle.

He played important role during shifting
of the departmental record from
Shaheen Complex to LDA Plaza with
utmost care under the supervision of
his seniors.

aLL IN tHE

faMILY
Allah has blessed Saifullah,
Officer (Ops), IT/MIS
Department, Head Office,
with a baby girl who is
named Inaya Fatima.

SNGPL and the editorial team of “The Pride” are thankful to the following
employees for the services they rendered. We wish all the best for their future.

Ijaz Hussain
Dist. Supervisor Fitting
Distribution Section
Faisalabad (D)

Muhammad Anwar
Sr. Supervisor Driver
Administration Section
Faisalabad (T)

Kalim Ullah
Dy. Foreman Instrument Mechanic
Metering (Ops) Section
Sialkot (D)

Muhammad Akram Khan
Sr. Supervisor Instrument Mechanic
Metering (Ops) Section
Islamabad (D)

Ashiq Hussain
Senior Associate Engineer
Compression Section
Faisalabad (T)

Mother of Ashraf Mehmood, Chief Engineer (Metering), Head Office, passed away on 25 November 2018.
Mother of Rashid Innayat, Regional Manager, Sahiwal (D), passed away on 21 November 2018.
Mother of S.M. Raza, Deputy Chief Engineer, Rawalpindi (D), passed away on 16 November 2018.
Elder brother of Ajmal Chahil, Executive Admin Officer, Lahore West (D), passed away on 30 November 2018.
Elder brother of Tahir Rashid, Law Officer, Head Office, passed away on 13 November 2018.
Father of Riffat Abbas, Officer Distribution (CSC), Head Office, passed away on 12 November 2018.
Father of Khalid Asad, Officer (Procurement), Head Office, passed away on 05 November 2018.
Haroon Ibrahim Sheikh, ex-Admin Officer, Bahwalpur, passed away on 23 November 2018.
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HEALTH

BREAST CANCER AWARENESS
SESSION HELD AT FAISALABAD
Sajida Iqbal Breast cancer is the most frequent
cancer among women, impacting
2.1 million women each year. It also causes the
greatest number of cancer-related deaths
among women. According to the estimates
issued by World Health Organization (WHO), in
2018 alone, 627,000 women died from breast
cancer – that is approximately 15 percent of all
cancer deaths among women. While breast
cancer rates are higher among women in more
developed regions, rates are increasing in nearly
every region globally.
The incidence of breast cancer is
increasing in the developing world due to
increase in life expectancy, urbanization and
adoption of western lifestyle. Although some risk
reduction might be achieved with prevention but
these strategies cannot eliminate the majority of
breast cancers that develop in low and middle
income countries where breast cancer is diagnosed in very late stages. Therefore, in order to
improve breast cancer outcome and survival,
early detection remains the cornerstone of
breast cancer control.
Every year, the month of October is
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celebrated as the breast cancer awareness
month. This is aimed at increasing attention and
support for the awareness, early detection and
treatment as well as painkilling care of this
disease.
For the purpose, HSE Section organized
an awareness seminar in the month of October
which was conducted by Occupational Health
Consultant Dr Huma Peerzada. The session was
aimed at benefiting the female employees. Dr
Huma communicated the techniques for self
examination, early diagnosis, its causes and
treatments. The entire session was interactive
and informative especially for the women who
get fewer opportunities to interact with others
and discuss about the said issue. The seminar
concluded with Q&A session during which
participants asked questions regarding their
health and better life style in order to avoid
disease. They also appreciated the initiative and
requested to continue holding such awareness
sessions for females in future too.
The writer is Engineer (HSE),
Faisalabad – D.
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